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(ABSTRACT)

, The objectlve of this work is to analyze the performance of HDLC Balanced Class of
4 iv

Procedures under saturated, full-duplex transmission on error prone links. This thesis

extends work done by Bux et al. [8] by considering errors on both the links. Satellite

; links have long propogation delays compared to terrestrial links, and hence, haveRlfii X
longer error recovery times. For such links, errors in acknowledgements have con-

siderable impact on the throughput. In this analysis, the effect of errors in acknowl-

edgements is taken in to consideration. An analytical approach is used to derive

performance measures. The concept of "virtual transmission time" introduced by Bux

et al. is redefined to accommodate the effect of errors in acknowledgements and

used in the analysis. Resulting throughput calculations show how various parame-
ters, (e.g. transmission rate, propagation delay, error rate and packet size), interact

and determine the performance.
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1.0 Introduction

The data link layer in computer communication networks governs functions such

as addressing, frame numberlng, error recovery and flow control etc. in order to fa-

cilltate reliable data transfer between two computers connected by an error prone

communication link. The set of procedures of the data link layer that performs these

tasks, known as protocol, determines behavior and performance of the data transfer

process. Computer manufacturers first defined such protocols, (e.g., DDCMP- Digital

Equipment Digital Data Communication Message Protocol [1], IBM SDLC- IBM Syn-

chronous Data Link Control Procedures [1] etc). International standardization bodies

attempted to standardize these protocols in order to provide the computer users and

manufacturers with a protocol that suited a wide range of applications. Examples of

these are ISO HDLC- High Level Data Link Control, ANSI ADCCP- Advanced Data

Communications Control Procedures and X.25· LAPB etc.
There are many protocols in use today. The most popular are the stop·and·wait

protocol, the go-back-n protocol and the selective reject protocol. The later two are

essentially ”sliding window protocols" and are more efficient than the former one.

ldealized versions of these protocols have been analyzed for throughput, waiting time

etc. In [1,2,3] the stop-and-wait protocol is analyzed using different approaches. ,

Schwartz [2] and Tanenbaum [1] derive expressions for throughput based onthebasic

operation of the protocol. Towsley and Wolf [3] use a mathematical model

oftheprotocol and discrete time analysis to derive throughput expressions. The go- V

back-n scheme is analyzed by Konheim in [4] using a discrete time approach. V

lIntroduction 1
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Konheim also analyzes the selective reject protocol. ln [2], Schwartz gives analysis

of the go-back·n scheme on terrestrial and satellite links for point to point links.
Sabnani and Schwartz further analyze the go-back·n and selective reject protocols

on broadcast satellite links [5], and show that the selective reject scheme performs

better than the go-back·n scheme on broadcast links. Yu and Majithia [6] analyze the

window mechanlsm of the sliding window protocols. The effect of various window
sizes and packet lengths on throughput and waiting time are discussed.

The HDLC protocol has three modes of operation and is suitable for a variety of
computer networks. The Asynchronous Balanced Mode (ABM) of operation suits the

needs of a point to point link with both ends having equal control over the link. lt uses

the principle of "sliding window mechanism" [1,7] for the data transfer process and

"go·back·n" [1,7] for error recovery. The HDLC protocol provides special features to

help speed up error recovery and improve performance. Bux, Kummerle and Truong
[8] present a detailed analysis of Balanced Asynchronous Class of Procedures which

govern the ABM mode using both an analytica! approach and simulation. The model

underlying their study has two hosts connected by a full-duplex communication link.

The performance measures are derived assuming that only one station transmits

data, that the link is saturated in data and acknowledgements are always transmitted

successfully. The key idea involved in this analytica! approach is the ”virtual trans-

mission time" of a frame. They showed that the performance measures can be easily
computed using this idea. Also they have presented both analytica! and simulation
results which further support the theory of virtual transmission time. The work of Bux

et al. [8] relaxes many of the assumptions necessery to the analysis of previous work

reported in the literature.

Wang J. [9] has extended work of Bux et al. by deriving transfer time and

throughput results for unsaturated, variable packet length data networks. Gopal l. [10]

Introduction 2
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has considered the other modes of HDLC suitable for broadcast links and derived
throughput expressions.

The objective of this thesis is to analyze the performance of the HDLC Balanced
Class of Procedures under less restrictive assumptions than Bux et al., while using

the concept of virtual transmission time. Here we drop the assumption that the ac-
knowledgement frames are always transmitted successfully. This makes both links
error prone, and thus, our model reflects the operation of the HDLC even realistically.

The concept of "virtuaI transmission time”[B] extends easily to our model. We

redefine the virtual transmission time of a frame to accommodate the effects of errors

in acknowledgement frames. Expressions for performance measures are derived

using their redefined virtual transmission time.

l
l



2.0 The Data Link Layer i

The data link layer, which belongs to level 2 of the ISO (International Standards

Organization) OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) network reference model, per-

forms the task of providing the network layer with a "transmission·error free" com-

munication link. lt utilizes an unreliable (error-prone) channel provided by the
physical layer and transforms lt into ”error·free" channel by using special data trans·
fer procedures.The messages to be transmitted are broken into ”daIa frames" by the

data link layer before transmitting them. To accomplish error free operation, these

frames are transmitted sequentially and acknowledgements from the receiver are

processed to ensure correct and orderly delivery of the frames. Since the physical

layer is concerened only with transmitting simple bits over the channel, it is the re-

sponsibility of the data link layer to define frame boundries by attaching special bit

patterns at each of a frame. Special care must be exercised to avoid confusion be-
tween the frame boundries and similar data pattern that may occur in the frame.

The data link layer software accounts for frames transmitted and acknowledge-

ments received so as to detect those frames damaged during transmission and take

necessery corrective actions. Retransmission of a frame ls invoked by either of two

events; first, the receiver sends a negative acknowledgement

requestingretransmissionof a frame in error or second, sender gets no response from the re- I

ceiver. ln the later case, the transmitter waits for certain time (known as time-out)

andthenretransmits the frame. The time-out period must be large enough to allow

fortwo·waypropogation delay of the channel and, usually, a small processing time at the
i

nie Data Link Layer 4
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receiver. Although retransmission helps recover frames in error, it does introduce an

additional problem which must be handled at the data link layer. Consider a situation

as follows; the sender transmits a frame and it arrives at the receiver error free. The
receiver then computes checksum, accepts the frame, transmits an acknowledge-

ment and waits for next frame to arrive. Suppose this acknowledgement is destroyed,

and the sender upon time-out, retransmlts the frame. This retransmitted frame also

arrives at the receiver without errors and it is accepted as the next frame in se-

quence. The receiver cannot distinguish between original frames and
retransmissions, thus creating a duplicate packet. The receiver then sends an ac-

knowledgement which arrives at the sender safely. The sender now reads next frame

from the input buffer and transmits it. The protocol falls due to a duplicate packet at
the receiver which went unnoticed. The data link layer must provide for some

mechanism to handle such problems in order to provide the network layer with an

”error free" channel. Of the several techniques suggested to overcome this problem,

we will consider one that is used in HDLC in detail later.
h

Another problem to be considered at this layer is that of keeping a fast transmit-
ter from "drowning" a relatively slow receiver in data. Further error arise in case of
full duplex links; acknowledgement frames compete with data frames for the use of
link. We will see how these problems are handled in HDLC as we discuss the opera-
tion of the protocol. Finally, the protocol must include procedures to set·up the link
for communication and to terminate the link when it is no longer needed or becomes

too noisy.
I

Schwartz [11] gives detailed descriptions of all three phases of data linklayer;namely,

link establishment, data transfer and termination. We will concentrate on

thedatatransfer phase since our objective is to analyse the data transfer phase of HDLC :protocol. I
The Data Link Layer 5



2.1 Protocols

A data link protocol is a set of defined procedures that transform an unreliable

communication link into a link that appears error free to the higher level Iayers. This
set of procedures must be capable of handling all the errors considered in the pre-

vious section. Several existing protocols, vastly different in principle, resource re·
quirements and implementation, are in use which perform these tasks. We will briefly

discuss the three most commonly used in practice, namely, the stop·and wait proto~

col, the go back n protocol and the selective reject protocol.

The stop-and-wait protocol is the simplest of three. In this scheme only one

frame at a time is transmitted. The transmitter then waits for an acknowledgement
or a request for retransmission from the receiver. ln case of a retransmission re-

quest or time-out expiration, the frame is retransmitted. Only when an acknowl-

edgement arrives is the next frame in sequence transmitted. This protocol is well

suited for half-duplex links, where two stations alternate transmission. This protocol

is ineffecient on fuIl·duplex Ilnks with round trip propogation delay much greater than

packet transmission time [2].

Most point to point links in long haul networks are full duplex and have a one
way propogation delay that is much greater than a frame transmission time. In such

cases, it would be a waste of bandwidth for the sender to transmit a frame, wait until

an acknowledgement is received, and then transmit next frame. The time sender

spends waiting for an acknowledgement is better utilized in the pipelined protocols

as explained follows.

The Data Link Layer 6
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The sender transmits up to (M-1) data frames continuously, each with consec-

utive sequence number (usually 0 to M-2) before blocking transmission. M is chosen

such that sender transmits frames without blocking until an acknowledgement for first

frame transmitted is due to return. After receiving this acknowledgement, the sender
begins transmitting next frame. Now, the sender will receive acknowledgements

spaced by one packet transmission time, and hence, will receive permission to

transmit next frame when needed. At all times, (M-1) frames are unacknowledged (or

outstanding). This situation is equivalent to having a window size of M. This tech-

nique is known as "pipelinlng”, and it improves protocol effeciency if the round trip

propogatlon delay is considerably greater than the transmission time of a single

packet

Although it has the advantage of improved effeciency, pipelining frames over an

unreliable channel has serious drawbacks since a frame in a sequence may be de-

stroyed. (Recall that the task of the data link layer is to provide the network layer with

sequential delivery of frames).

When a frame in the middle of sequence is in error, a large number of succeed-

ing frames will have arrived at the receiver before the sender is aware of the error.

The receiver will discard the frame in error, but there may be good frames following

the damaged frame. Two schemes are currently in use that account for such a situ-

ation [2]. One, called, go-back-n, requires the sender to transmit all the frames fol-

Iowing and including the frame in error. The receiver sends a negative

acknowledgement for the frame in error and diacards any further frames until it re-

celves the expected frame undamaged. (This corresponds to receive window size of
’

one; at any time only one frame will be accepted.) ln case the receiver’s

negativeacknowledgementis damaged or the receiver falls to send an acknowledgement, thel

The Data Link Layer 7 !
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sender will time·out on that frame and will retransmit all the frames since the last

acknowiedgement. Note for high error rates this approach wastes bandwidth.

The other scheme is called selective reject. The receiver will request

retransmission of only the frame in error. lt will buffer any succeeding frames re-

ceived until it has all the frames in sequence and then forward them to the network

layer. lf the sender detects error within a frame only this damaged frame is retrans-

mitted. This approach must specify receiving window greater than one since any

frame falling within the window may be accepted and buffered until all preceeding

frames have been received and passed to the network layer. Selective reject has the

advantage of better utilizing the channel bandwidth in the presence of high error rate,

but it requires large memory buffers at receiving end to store frames received out of
order.

ll
Tne bare Link Layer 6
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3.0 Operation of The Protocol

3.1 Introduction

ln this chapter, the operation of the protocol is discussed briefly. The definitions
of basic terms used in the discussion are considered first. The data transfer phase
and error detection and recovery are discussed with illustrative examples later.

The basic unit used for data transmission is called a frame. The standard frame
format for HDLC protocol is shown in Figure 1.

The flag field which appears at the beginning and the end of every frame consists

of 8 bits and is used to establish and maintain synchronization. Bit sequence
01111110 is reserved for flag and may not appear elsewhere in the frame. lf it does

l then ”bit stuffing" is used to achieve data transparency; that is, a 0 is inserted by the

transmitter whenever five consecutive 1’s are detected in the frame outside the flag
field. Thus a string 011111110 would be transmitted as 0111110110. These zeros are

removed by the receiver to obtain the original data. lf seven 1’s appear anywhere in

the frame, it is declared in error.

An 8 bit address field is used to identify the receiver or the sender of the frame.

The command frames are always sent with receiving station' address and the re-

sponse frames are always sent with sending station’s address. On multidrop lines,

the address field identifies one of the terminals in the network. For point to point

links, the address field is sometimes used to distinguish command frames from re-

opemian ¤r um P•·¤e¤¤¤i 9
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F K S I- SS S 1

F - Flag

A ' Address
C ° Control

'
‘ Information

FCS · Frame Check Sequence

Flguro 1. HDLC frame format
lOperation ol The Protocol 1Q



sponse frames. The control field identifies the function and purpose of the frame.

Three types of frames are defined by the control field:

1) Information frame (I)

2) Supervisory frame (S)

3) Unnumbered frame (U)

Figure 2 shows a break-up of the 8 bit control field.
An information frame is identified by a 0 in bit location C1 and conforms to the

[F,A,C,l,FCS,F] format as shown in the Figure 1. Only I·frames carry the data field
which contains the information to be transmitted. The 3 bit number N(s) identifies the

sequence number of the frame. The number N(r), the piggyback ack, acknowledges

receipt of all I·frames with number N(r)-1 and less in the reverse direction. Thus, a
frame with N(s) = 110 and N(r) = 101 has sequence number = 6 and acknowledges

frames 4 and less, indicating that frame number 5 is expected. N(s) and N(r) are

modulo 8 for normal HDLC and modulo 128 for the extended version of HDLC. Thus,
for normal HDLC, these numbers cycle through the set {0,1 ,...,7}. - ‘

The information field in l-frames carries the data to be transmitted. lt can be of
any length (since the flag field at the end of the frame serves as the "end of block"

marker) and can consist any bit pattern since bit-stuffing is used to achieve data

transparency. All I·frames have an overhead of 48 bits which compose the flag, ad-

dress, control and frame check sequence fields.

A supervisory frame is identified by bits 10 in locations C1,C2 shown in

Figure 1; there are four types of S·frames. The N(r) field in S·frames can be used to

acknowledge frames travelling in the other direction on the link. More details onthetypes

and use of S·frames are presented later. The U-frames are identified by 11 in
i

locations C1,C2 and are used to set-up the path for data transmission and later

onclearingit. There are 32 types of U-frames and are discussed in detail in [2, 12]. Both „Operation of The Protocol 11
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the frames carry only supervisory and control information and conform to “

[F,A,C,FCS,F] format as shown in Figure 1.

The P/F (poll/final) bit in all three frames (l·frame, S-frame and U-frame) is used
for check-pointing purposes which are explained later. The bit is considered to be P
in command frames and F in response frames. A command frame with P = 1 lnvokes
a response frame with F = 1.

The 16 bit FCS (frame check sequence) field contains CRC (Cyclic Redundancy
Check) information for error detection purpose. There are various methods to carry
out the error detection and correctlon process. One way is to add sufficient redun-
dancy to original data so that errors can be detected and corrected. The number of
check bits required for both detection and correctlon is much larger than that re-
quired for detection only [13]. ln data networks, typical packet size varies from 1000
to 5000 bits/packet. lt is usually more economical to add only enough information to
detect errors and have the frame in error retransmitted if it is in error. Tanenbaum [1]
describes techniques to compute the check bits (checksum), ahd describes their
utilization in error detection. The transmitting station computes the checksum and
appends it to the data field. The CCITT V.41 generator polynomial [1, 2] ( 1 + x°+
x‘*+

x" ) is used to generate this information. All frames are checked for errors in

transmission by the receiving station and frames failing to pass FCS check are dis-
carded. In such case, the transmitting station is required to retransmit the frames in
error.

11
1Op•ratI¤n of ‘n1• Protocol 13 Q
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3.2 Procedure Classes

Three modes of operation are defined for the HDLC protocol:

1) Normal Response Mode (NRM) :

In this mode one station acts as the master or primary station of the network. All
data transfers and responses are initiated by this station. The network may have
multiple secondary stations.

2) Asynchronous Response Mode (ARM) :
This mode of operation is similar to the NRM except that a secondary station can

initiate data transfer.

3) Asynchronous Balanced Mode (ABM) :
This mode suits the point to point transmission needs of two stations in equal

control of the link connecting them.
First consider the various control frames and their use in the link establishment

and the data transfer phase.

In HDLC, U-frames are used for setting-up and disconnecting the link. The ex-

tended operation (modulo 128) is also specified in U·frames. Once the link is set-up,
l and S-frames are used for data transfer, error detection and recovery operations.

The control field in I-frames indicates the frame number, P/F check-pointing and ac-

knowledgement for previously received frames. The S-frame can be used to signal
a positive acknowledgement using N(r) field in it in absence of an l·frame. The S-
frames have four formats which are as followsz

Operation of The Protocol 14
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SS Name Function
00 RR (ready to receive) A positive ack for all frames

upto and including N(r)-1

01 REJ (Reject) Rejects all frames N(r) and

onwards; acks N(r)-1 and previous frames.
10 RNR (Not ready to receive) Temporarily blocks the data flow

and acks N(r)-1 and previous frames.
11 SREJ (Selective reject) Request retransmission of N(r).

A RR (ready to receive) frame positively acknowledges all frames upto and in-
cluding N(r)-1. Such an acknowledgement may be used in absence of an l-frame to

enhance the speed of data transfer. On the other hand, in order to control data flow,

RNR (not ready to receive) may be used to block data flow when desired. Data
transfer may be resumed by the blocking station lssuing an RR command. The re-

maining two S·frames are used in error recovery.

An REJ frame rejects N(r) and all the frames that follow. The transmitting station

must retransmit all these frames. Here, the ABM mode uses the go-back-n feature
explained previously. The SREJ command is used to request retransmission of a

frame specified by N(r). This command ls employed in the NRM and ARM modes.

All frames have a P/F (poll/final) bit which enables the command·response

mechanism to be carried out. A 1 in this bit in a command frame is defined to be P.
This P bit must be responded with a 1, defined to be F, in a response frame. ln ABM,
P/F can be used to force the other station to send an immediate acknowledgement

(S-frame) by setting P = 1 in an I or S-frame. In NRM lt is used to poll a set of ter-
minals. The master station sends a frame with P = 1 to the station it wants to poll.

The receiving station may respond with a series of frames with the last one having
F = 1. ,Operation of The Protocol 15 Ä
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3.3 Asynchronous BalancedModeThe

operation of HDLC under ABM mode is governed by the balanced asyn-
chronous class of procedures (BAC) with predefined functions and options. The

functions include use of I, RR and RNR frames. The options are use of REJ (option

2) so as to enhance the speed of error recovery, and the restriction that I-frames be

commands only (option 8). The composite class of procedures is called BAC2,8. U-

frames, used to set-up and disconnect the link, are also included in the predefined

functions of BAC2,8.

We will now see the basic operation of the ABM mode involving data transfer,

error handling and recovery. First, consider some notations adapted to describe

frames as shown in Figure 3. The nomenclature is self-explanatory.

The configuration of the HDLC balanced class data link procedure is shown in
Figure 4.

Two combined stations (transmitter/receiver) are connected by a full-duplex link as

shown in Figure 4. The data link layer software for these stations follow the HDLC
protocol balanced class of procedures. Both the stations are capable of transmltting

and receiving the data once the link has been established. To establish the link, the

station with data to be sent sends a connect·request (U-frame) to the other station.

The other station may reply either with a connect-confirm or a connect-clear com-

mand depending on its priorities. If the other station replies with a connect-confirm

command, the link is said to be "set-up". The data transfer can now proceed. When-

ever a station has data to be transmitted, it constructs a frame (I or S) and transmits

it. After all the data have been exchanged, the link is disconnected by one of the

stations upon consultation with the other.

I

Operation of The Protocol 16
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N(s)· Frame Number

N(r)· Ack for N·1 and previous frames
P/F- Set to 1 if used

E ——. S—Frame
First word identifies type and function

RR,N(r),P/F
of the frame, second accordinglyindicates frame number and P/F is setRNR,N(r),P/F
to 1 if used.REJ,N(r),P/F

Ü ——— Transmission error in shown frame

Figure 3. HDLC Notation:
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To understand the operation of the protocol, we follow an example flow of I and

S-frames between the two stations. Figure 5 shows data transfer between two com-

bined stations.
Station A initiates transmission to station B by sending an I·frame numbered

BIOO. Since it has not yet received any frames from B, A indicates that frame 0 is ex-

pected. Station B also begins transmission after a small delay and sends frame AIOO

to A. Note that B indicates that frame O is expected. At time t1, B has finished trans-

mitting frame AI11, frame number 1. B indicates that frame 1 from station A is ex-

pected (since it has received frame 0), and station A has sent frame BI21; frame no.

2 and expected frame from B = 1. Station A then sends BRR1P; bit P = 1, which is

immediately responded by station B with BRR3F; bit F = 1. Note here that all com-

mand frames carry the address of the destination station, and response frames carry

the address of the source station. An S-frame can be either a command or a re-
A sponse. Here BRRSF is a response frame; hence, it carries the address of station B,

the source station.
Consider now, how transmission errors are handled and recovery performed. lt

is assumed that only station A transmits data, and station B transmits acks upon re-
ceipt of a frame from station A. Also station A is saturated with data; that is, data

packets are always awaiting transmission. The modulus of sequence numbers (M) is
assumed to be four. Figure 6 depicts two modes of error recovery; one via REJ

command, and the other via timeout recovery.

Station A begins by transmitting three frames (O, 1 and 2) in succession. lt must

now wait for an ack from station B since the transmit window (size = M-1) is full. The

frame 0 reaches station B, and B transmits an ack RR1 indicating frame 1 is expected.

Suppose frame 1 is destroyed due to noise on the channel, and is discarded by sta-

tion B. Frame 2 is received successfully, but since station B is still expecting frame Vl Operation of The Protocol 19 t
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I
1, it sends REJ1 frame. This indicates to station A that all frames numbered 1 and
higher must be retransmitted. Station A, upon receiving this frame, retransmits frame

1 and all frames following. Thus, errors in transmission are detected, and the send-
ing station is made to retransmit the frame in error. This type of recovery is known

as recovery by REJ. Note that REJ recovery is be performed since at least one frame

following the damaged frame was accepted, and its ack was received before station

A timed-out on the frame. An REJ frame may be issued only once and any further

errors must be recovered by the timeout mechanism.

Now on retransmission frame BI1O is disturbed once again. The frames BI20 and

Bl3O are also disturbed. Station B continues to wait for frame number 1. B does not
send any response upon receiving garbled frames. Station A eventually tlmes·out on

frame Bl10, and sends an enquiry BRROP to station B. The P bit forces station B to

send an immediate response. B responds with BRR1F, indicating that it is still waiting

for frame number 1. Upon recelpt of this response, station A retransmits all the
frames following and including frame Bl10. This type of recovery ls known as time-

out recovery. lt is clear that the time-out mechanism is mandatory for the recovery

process since a control frame may be destroyed due to noise and cannot be recov-
ered by the REJ mechanism. Further, a single I-frame or the last in a sequence of l-

frames can not be recovered by REJ. ln such cases the time—out mechanism must

be envoked.

I I
I

I
‘ I

I
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4.0 Throughput Analysis

In this chapter we derive expressions for throughput of the data transfer phase
of the HDLC protocol. The throughput is defined as the number of information bits

transmitted successfully per unit time. The principle of virtual transmission time in-

troduced by Bux et al. is used in this analysis. The virtual transmission time is rede-

fined to accommodate effects the assumptions made in this analysis, which are as

followsz

4.1 Assumptlons

1) Both stations are saturated, that is, information frames are queued for trans-

mission.

2) Both stations are operating under ABM (Asynchronous Balanced Mode) class

of operations, but it is assumed that station B sends an information frame with
" piggybacked acknowledgement only upon receipt of an l—frame from station A. This

assumption is made in order to simplify the operation and to obtain an estimate of

maximum throughput.

3) REJ recovery is performed only once. Any further attempts to recover a packet

are through time-out recovery.

4) Both channels are error·prone with bit error probability P,,, . Block error prob-

ability P, for I bits/block is

Throughput Analysis 23



IPB = 1 — (1 — PB„>"*“‘°’ L4.11
5) It is assumed that the S—frames are transmitted successfully since they are

only 48 bits.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
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4.2 Virtual Transmission Time

Virtual transmission time t, of an I-frame is defined as the average length oftime

required to transmit the I-frame successfully. Virtual transmission time may not be

contiguous.

Virtual transmission time for a frame with N(S) = i begins simultaneously with

I
transmission provided that the frame with N(s) = (l-1) was received error free at the

destination; ends simultaneously with the end of transmission of the frame, provided

the frame is received successfully, and its acknowledgement returns successfully.

ln case of an error in the acknowledgement frame, the time by which an I-frame is

delayed (which would have been transmitted upon receipt of this acknowledgement

frame) is counted in the t, of the frame with N(s) = l. If the l-frame with N(s) = i

cannot be transmitted due to (M—l) unacknowledged frames (provided no error occurs

in acknowledgement of any ofthese frames) its t, is extended by the time it must wait

until transmission begins again.

I Since t,, is the average length of time required to transmit a packet successfully,

throughput is defined as

Throughput = //t„ [4.2]

where I = number of information bits in an I-frame.

Consider the definitions of various time periods involved in the data transfer '

phase. Figure 7 shows a typical flow of frames between two stations. The channel

from station A to station B is refered as ’forward channel' and that from station B to

station A as 'reverse channel'. Although both of the stations transmit l—frames and

S—frames, the figure only shows information of interest in the analysis such as IO and

Throughput Analysis 25



I1 on the forward channel, and RR1 and RR2 on the reverse channel, as shown in the

figure.

It is assumed that all messages are of constant length l, so all |·frames are of

length (l+48) (where S-frames are 48 only bits). The channel capacity is t,„, bits/sec

and one way propagation time is L,. This gives l·frame transmission time L as

tl = + 48)/{ITSM

SBCandS-frame transmission time is t, = 48/t,,„ sec. lt is also assumed that a constant

time t„,„ is required to process a received frame. The acknowledgement time t„,, is

given as

ln order to determine the average virtual transmission time, there are two differ-

ent cases distinguished by the relation among transmission time of an l·frame L, ac-

knowledgement time t„,, and modulus M of the sequence numbers: In case I) the

acknowledgement time t„,, is greater than the time to transmit (M-2) l·frames, in case

II) the time t„,, is not greater than (M-2) L.

Throughput Analysis 26
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I
4.3 Case I)

Here, the transmitter exhausts the transmit window of (M-1) frames before the

acknowledgement for the first I—frame transmitted returns. There is a delay of td before

this acknowledgement arrives so that transmission can resume. This delay t,, plays
an important role in the data transfer and error detection and recovery phase, and

thus, affects throughput. We use following approach suggested by Bux et al. [1], to

study the impact of t, on performance.

A random variable
’W’,

known as the window width, is defined at the beginning

of each virtual transmission time and corresponds to the number of l-frames which
station A can transmit before it must stop because of (M-1) unacknowledged l·frames.

Thus, W can take on any value in the set of w;

w = {0,1, 2,..., M—2}

The probability P, that W takes a value w, and the virtual transmission time t,(w)
for an I—frame for which W equals w must be determined. The mean virtual trans·

mission time can be written as

M-2r. = Zmlwi
w-o

To determine P,, we study the window width process as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows the state transition diagram of the window width process which

forms a semi·Markov process. The explanation for the window width process is

asfollowssThe

window width as defined previously can take values from 0, 1, ..., (M-2) but

not (M·1) since at the beginning of a virtual transmission time, the preceding l-frame
I
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cannot yet have been acknowledged. The number of l-frames that can be transmitted

after and including this frame is (M-2) (which is the maximum for W). The window

width starts at (M-2) and is reduced by one each time an l-frame is successfully

transmitted (probability = 1 - P,). The minimum value O is reached when all but one

l-frame in a window have been successfully transmitted. After transmitting an I-frame

with w=0, the window width opens to become (M-2) again. l-frames with w=O see a

delay in transmission due to M-1 unacknowledged frames, denoted by t,. This delay

is given by

tu = tack ‘ (M " 2)t1 [45]

Now, consider the effect of errors on the window width process. An error in

transmission is to be recovered by ”go-back-n" action which implies that all l-frames

following and including the frame in error must be retransmitted. The frame in error

becomes the first I·frame to be transmitted, followed by (M-3) I-frames before trans-

mission must stop. Thus an error in forward channel means the window width proc-

ess is discarded and restarts at (M-2). With probability P, the system returns to state

(M-2) from each of the other states. An error in acknowledgement for an I-frame does

not require that I-frame to be retransmitted since that frame has been successfully

received and the receiver is now expecting next l-frame. This l-frame will be even-

tually acknowledged by either acknowledgements for following I-frames or by a re-

sponse to the sender’s enquiry (P/F checkpointing) for the frame upon time-out. So,

an error in acknowledgement never causes an l-frame to be retransmltted, and I

hence, does not disturb the window width process. However, ack error does cause I

a delay in transmission of further I-frames, this delay is counted in the virtual trans- I

mission time of the l—frame. The transition probabilities of the window width process I

I
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depend only upon error probabilities of forward channel. The transition matrix, 7} , for

the embedded Markov chain of this process is,

_ 0 0 0·—~-·0 I
I X O Q - - — · O Y2 I C X O · Y ¤=<·-PB)
· I 0 . . „I ' '. I „ „ ·

E
‘ — l • Y

°M°4l ‘ \ \ I '
M-} O ~ X Q Y
I.I—2 Ö 0··——- C x Y]l—

The stationary state probability vector P, where

Pis

the solution of

P = pr, [4-6]

where

M—2
ZP: " 1 Ii¤O ‘ I

Solving the matrix equation 3.6, we have the following simultaneousequationsPo

= II - Pain



F

P1 = (1 ' PB)/:2

PM-6 = (1 ‘ PB)PM—2

M-2PM-2 = Po + *°6(ZP1)
ia

= Po + P6(1 — Po)

= Po(1 — Pa) + P6

Now the above simultaneous equations are recursive, and it follows that

Po = ti — P„>“‘”P„-2
Substituting value of P„_,, we get

Po = (1 — P6)M”2(P¤(1 — P6) + P6)=P.„<« -P„>“" +PB<« —P„>“" W1

which gives P, as

Po = (^°g(1 — P6)M—2)/( 1 — (1 — Pg)M_1) [48] FFNow, using following relation we get other components of vector P. {

P, = (P,)/((1 — P,,)’) i= {1, 2, ..., M — 2} [4.9] '
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Thus for w, such that 0 S w S M-2, we have

Pw=(PB(1"'PB)M_2_w)/(1”(1'PB)M_1) [4.101



l

Now we shall derive expressions for t„,(w) where 0 S w S M-2. To derive an ex-
pression for virtual transmission time, we first decompose it into various time periods

as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows an example frame transfer sequence with occurance of errors.

An important point to be noted here is that an error in forward channel requires a

frame to be retransmitted whereas an error in reverse channel does not. So they

have different effects on the virtual transmission time.
The mean virtual transmission time can be separated into two parts: average

time required to transmit a frame successfully on the forward channel, then average

time spent waiting for acknowledgement of that frame. In Figure 9, T,. T, and T, cor-
respond to the former part and T, corresponds to the later part. From Figure 9, when

a frame with window size w requires n retransmissions, its virtual transmission time

T,(w) is given by

T„(w) = To(w) + T,(w) + (n — 1)T2 + T,(w) , [4.11]

Now we find the expected value of T,(w) as

Mw) = E(T„(w)) = T¤(w) + PBE(T«(w))
+ (PB)2Z(>< + 1)P$(1 — PB)T2

,,,0 [4.12]

+ E/°ä(1 - Pg)P¤E(T3(w))
x=o
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We will consider all time periods that make up virtual transmission time of a frame

and derive expressions for each.

Tlme period T, :

T, is defined as the time required to transmit a frame for the first time. It is equal

to the frame transmission time and depends on the window size as follows

T,(0) = t, + td [4.13]

And for w = {1, 2, ..., M·2},

T,(w) = t, [4.14]

The window with w=0 sees a delay of t, before a frame can be transmitted and

hence it is counted in T,(0).

Time period T, :

T, is counted from the end of first transmission to the end of first retransmission

of an I-frame. T, depends on the actual window size w and whether or not the recov-

ery is performed via REJ or time-out mechanism.

Recovery via REJ mechanism is performed if and only if not all (M·2) I-frames

following the one under consideration are disturbed and the acknowledgement frame

for the first I-frame received successfully is received at station A successfully. lf this

acknowledgement (actually this will be a REJn) is not successfully received, then a
time-out error will occur since station B will not respond to any followingl-frames.This

is so because of the assumption that the REJ mechanism is invoked only once. l
First, the expression for T,(0) will be derived, and then for T,(w) will be derived l

taking into consideration both modes ofrecovery.REJ

RECOVERY ,
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Figure 10 shows a case of recovery via the REJ mechanism. From the Figure 10 it is

simple to compute the total probability of this event and its sojourn time as follows:

Total probability P is given by

M-s
P = ZP§(1 — PB)(1 — PB) [4.15]

x=0

This expression corresponds to probability that x I-frames (x < = M-3) are disturbed,

the next I-frame is received, and its acknowledgement is received.

The sojourn time T is,

T=(x+1)t,+tac,,+t, [4.16]

TIME-OUT RECOVERY

Figure 11 shows the two cases of time-out recovery. In first case, all I-frames fol-

lowing the one under consideration are disturbed, and in the other the acknowl-

edgement for first l-frame received at B is disturbed. The time-out mechanism is

invoked in both the cases. The total probability P is given by

M-6
P =

P$"’
+ 2Pg(1 — PB)PB [4.17]

x=0

and the sojourn time T is . „

T = tout + ts + tack + t, [4.18]
t
I

Thus, the expression for E(T,(0)) is I
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M-s
E(T1(0)) = ZPSU — PB)2(>< + 1)*l

X=O M_3 [4.19]
+ (PÄM + ZPSU —· PB)PB)(*„„« + ls) + lack + li

X=O

This expression is valid for window size w=0. For w= {1, 2, ..., M-2} the ex-
pression for T,(w) is different. Exactly (M-2) I-frames are transmitted after any frame
before the transmission terminates due to (M-1) unacknowledged I-frames. In case

of w=0, all (M-2) l-frames are transmitted before the delay t, occurs, whereas for w=

{1, 2, ..., M·2}, (w-1) frames are transmitted before delay t, and remaining (M-2)·(w-1)

, frames after delay td. We must consider time delay td in total time spent if all (w-1) I-

frames following the one under consideration are disturbed provided at least one

from the remaining (M-2)·(w·1) I-frames is transmitted successfully and its acknowl-

edgement is received. Recovery is performed via the REJ mechanism in such case.
The probabllity P of this event occuring ls

P = Pg”1(1 - PgM°2Hw°1»)(1 - PB) [4.20]

and additional time spent is td.

The time-out recovery is performed under similar conditions to the T,(0) case.

The sojourn times and the probabilities of occurance of these events are same.
Thus, the expected value E(T,(w)) for w= {1, 2, ..., lVl·2} is given by

muI

I
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Tlme period T, :

T, represents time spent to recover frames in error on retransmission. These

frames are always recovered by time-out since the REJ mechanism may be used only

on first transmission. T, Is independent of actual window size and is given by

T,(w) = tw, + t, + lack + t, [4.22]

Tlme period T, :

T, is defined as the time for which transmission of an l·frame (which is being

delayed due to (M~1) outstanding acknowledgements) is delayed due to an error in

acknowledgement for a previously transmitted frame. T, is included in the virtual

transmission time of the frame, the acknowledgement of which caused the delay.

First, consider the expression for T,(O) and then for T,(w) for w = {1, 2, ..., (M-2)}.

As shown in Figure 12, the acknowledgement for frame IO Is disturbed, and hence,

transmission of frame I3 Is delayed by time T, =t, . T, Is counted in the virtual trans-

mission time of frame IO. If one of the following (M-2) I-frames is disturbed then T, is

a part of time T, of the disturbed frame. Since the disturbed l·frame and all the fol-

lowing frames are be retransmitted, T, does not cause an effective delay. Figure 13

shows such a case. where it can be seen easily.

T, is accounted for if all the I-frames following the one under consideration are

received successfully. The probability of this event is (1 — P,)'·'·' and the sojourn time

is t, .
I

The situation where all the acknowledgement frames following the one under I

consideration are destroyed must now be considered. In such case, the time-out
“

recovery is performed as shown in Figure 14. :
The time T by which transmission of frame I3 was delayed is ,

I
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I

T = tout — (M — 2)t, — td + ts + tack [4.23]

But in time T, (M-1) frames were successfully transmitted so it is distributed equally

among (M-1) frames.

The probability P of this event is

P = (1 [4.24]

Thus the expected value E(T,(0)) is given by

E(r3(¤>>=(1—PB>“‘°1„ 54 255+ (1 - 1=„>“‘“1=$"’(1.„. - (M - 2>1, — id + 1. + 1..„>/(M - 1>
Consider now the situation for T,(w). As discussed in the section for T,(w), for I-

frames with w = {1, 2, ..., (M—2)}. exactly (w-1) frames are transmitted before delay

t, following the frame under consideration. So, the acknowledgements for these

frames are also spaced such that (w-1) acknowledgements arrive before the delay

and (M·2)-(w·1) after the delay. Given an error in the acknowledgement for frame un-

der consideration, if one of the first (w·1) acknowledgements goes through, then there

is no delay in addotion to q. lf all (w-1) acknowledgements are disturbed, and one of

the remaining (M-2)-(w-1) acknowledgements is received, then td is counted in T,(w)

as follows:

lf x acknowledgements from (M-2)-(w-1) acknowledgements are disturbed, such that

x S (M-2)-(w-1)-1 and the next one is received, then refering to Figure 15 we see that

additional time td is spent with probability P:

xP= PB 2 PB(1 — PB) [4.26]
x=•0 }
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But number of frames acknowledged by (x + 1)** acknowledgement ls (w+x+ 1)

so td is equally counted among (w+x+ 1) frames.

Therefore the expected value E(T,(w)) is

E(T3(W)) = E(T3(0)) '

+ (P6 2 I°B(1 — I°6)¢«)/(W + X + 1)
x=0

I
I
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4.4 Case II)

The principle difference between this case and case l) is that the virtual transmission

time does not depend on window size. Therefore the virtual transmission time t, is

given by

tv = E(Tv) = li + P6E(T«)
+ Pä§:P§(x + 1)(1 - PB)T,
X=O+

ZPSU — Pg)P6E(T3)
x=0

Here, the time perlods T,, T, and T, are found to be dependent on a parameter ’c’,

the number of l·frames which can be transmitted following a disturbed l-frame before

recovery is performed. Clearly c is either (M·2), (the transmitter must stop because

of (M·1) unacknowledged frames), or the number of l-frames that can be transmitted

before time·out occurs, whichever is less. The number of l·frames ’n’ that can be

transmitted before time-out occurs ls given by

n = Itout/til + 1 [4-29]

where |a| is the largest integer not exceeding a.

Therefore,

c = min{M — 2, |t,„,/t,| + 1} [4.30]

Time period T, :
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I
As in case I), T, is the time period from the end of first transmission to end of first

retransmission. T, is determined depending on on whether or not the recovery is

performed via time·out or REJ mechanism.

REJ RECOVERY

Recovery via REJ is performed when, not all c frames following a disturbed frame

are disturbed and the acknowledgement (REJ) frame for the first I-frame is received

undisturbed. Provided such an acknowledgement is received, T, depends on whether

it arrives before or after the time-out occurs. The channel is busy transmitting I-

frames before the time·out occurs and is idle after the time·out occurs when the ac-

knowledgement is received. Both cases are considered in the derivation of

expressions for T,.

As shown in Figure 16,

T, = tx = (x + 1):, + :„,, + :, ir (x + 1):, + :„,,>c:, [4.31]

Here, the number of frames disturbed is such that the transmitter is idle either due

to expiration of time-out or (M·1) unacknowledged frames. Hence, retransmission of

the frame would begin immediately upon receipt of REJ frame.

The probability P of x frames disturbed is

P = P§(1 - PB)(1 — P8) [4.32]

ln the other case, a REJ frame arrives at the sender before time-out expires. The

sender is busy transmitting an I-frame at this time. lt finishes the transmission of

current frame before retransmitting the disturbed frame. Figure 17 shows such situ-

ation.

Here packet IO is shown disturbed and packet I5 is being transmitted when REJO

arrives. The condition for this is (x + 1)¢ + t„,,$c:,
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l
T, in this case is given by

T1 = tx = (X + 1)t1+ (ltack/til + 1)t1+ tl [4-33]

with probability P

P = Pg(1 — PB)(1 — PB) [4.34]

T|ME—OUT RECOVERY

Tlme·out recovery is performed if all c I-frames following the one under consid-

eration are disturbed, or the acknowledgement for the first I-frame received, is dis-

turbed.

The probability P of this event is

6-1
P = PS + ZPSU — PB)P8 [4.35]

x==0
'

Now for I,„,$cI,

T, = IC = ct, + I, + Iack + I, [4.36]

where the time-out expires before all c I-frames are over, and recovery ls started

immediately after c"' |·frame.

and for I,,„,> ct,

The sender waits until the time-out expires before starting recovery.

From equations above, it follows

thatThroughputAnalysis 52
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c—1
E(T1) = ZPSU — PB)(1 — Pa)¢„

X=O c_, [4.38]
1'(Pg + ZZPÄÜ ‘ *°a)Pa)tc

x=0

Tlme perlod T, :

Since REJ recovery cannot take place on retransmisslons, only time·out is per-

formed. The expression for T, is same as time-out recovery expression for T,. Thus,

T2 = c{, + ts + {ack + {, if {c„,$c{,

Time period T, :

T, ls defined as the time for which the transmission of an I·frame is delayed due

to a disturbed acknowledgement for a previously transmitted I·frame. We consider

two cases for T,, (a), t,„, > ct, and (b), t,„,$ct,

CASE (a) {„„,> cb

As shown in Figure 18, as long as one acknowledgement ls received before all

c I·frames are transmitted, then there is no delay in further transmissions. This oc-

curs when l-frames transmitted before time (cg — t„,,) are received successfully, and

at least one acknowledgement returns. The number of I-frames transmitted prior to

time (ct, - T„,,) is given as,

Ik = I((¢¢l — {ack)/ll)! [4-49] ,

I
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Thus with probability Pg, the system is delayed when some of the remaining ac-

knowledgements are disturbed. More precisely, if x I-frames after k are disturbed

such that k+x < c, then the time spent T in waiting for an acknowledgement is

T= (k + x +1)t,+t,,,, — ct, [4.41]

with probability P

P = P,§+"(1 — P,)°(1 — P,) [4.42]

The number of I-frames that are successfully transmitted in this time is (k+x+ 1), so

this time is equally distributed in the t,, of each of these I·frames.

lf all c I-frames are disturbed, then sojourn time T is,

T = (Tour + ts + tack ' ct!) [4-43]

which is equally distributed in the t, of c l-frames with probability Pg(1 — P,)= ·
Therefore

cä
EÜ-3) = pg PÄÜ " Pa)c(1 ‘ Pays

xzo [4.44]
+ P$(1 ' P6)c(touz + ts + tack ' Ct1)/C

where

t3 = ((/< + X + 1)1l + (ack — PQ)/(K + X + 1) [4--15] Ä
l

CASE (b) t,„,$c§ l
Analysis for T, is same as case (a), except if all c acknowledgements are disturbed. Ä

Since (c- 1)q <t,„,sct,, recovery begins immediately after the c"' l·frame has com- Ä

l
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pleted transmission. The sojourn time is t,+ t„,, , which is equally divided among c

I-frames.

Therefore,

C—k—1

EU?.) = PS 2 PSU — PB)°(1 — PB)¢3
x=o [4.46]

+ PSU — PB)°(¢„ + [ack)/C

where

t3 = ((k + x + 1):, + :33,, — ct,)/(k + x + 1) [4.47]

This concludes the derivations of expressions for maximum throughput of infor-

mation bits. In the next chapter, these expressions are plotted for various values of

the relevant parameters.
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5.0 Results and Conclusions
‘

5.1 Results

ln this chapter resulting expressions for throughput, derlved in previous chapter

are presented. The results of work by Bux et al. [8] are also plotted so as to enable

comparison between their approach and the approach presented here. Each graph

has two curves; the solid line represents the results of this approach and the dotted

line represents results obtained by Bux et al. The results are plotted for various val-

ues of relevant parameters. This discussion is divided in to two parts: first, terrestrial

links (one way propagation delay 50 ms) and second, satellite links (one way propa-

gation delay 350 ms). Considered are, different error rates, window sizes and link

capacities. The resulting plots are shown in Figure 19 through Figure 27. The Y·axis

in these plots shows the relative throughput which is defined as

(throughput/transmission rate).

First, consider the terrestrial links. The relative throughput of 48 kbps links is low

for short packet sizes. There are two reasons for this: first, the data size is small and

relative overhead of control bits is large. Second, for 48 kbps links, a window size of

8 is a setback since the l·frame transmission time is relatively low compared to

round-trip propagation delay and the window is exhausted too early. This mode of

operation wastes a substantial amount of bandwidth. However, as packet length in-

creases, throughput increases. For very large packet lengths the performance de-

grades once again since the block error probability increases, and considerable timei name; ana c¤n¤i¤sa¤¤• 57



is lost in error recovery. For a transmission rate of 4800 bps the performance for

small packet Iengths is improved when compared with 48 kbps links since the win-

dow size proves adequate. The throughput increases with the packet length up to a

certain maximum value and then drops again. For the same value of transmission

rate, performance degrades as the error rate increases as shown in all plots. The

discontinuities peculiar to 48 kbps links have the same explanation as offered by Bux

et al [8]. The packet Iengths for which t„,, is an integral multiple of t, and is less than

(M·2)§, show these discontinuities. ln such case, acknowledgements are received at

the sender,following the end of transmission of an l·frame; there is little delay in

transmission of further frames. Thus, in the error recovery phase, upon receipt of an

j REJ frame, retransmission begins after a negligible delay. However, if REJ is received

just after transmission of an l·frame begins, then retransmission is delayed by almost

one packet transmission time, giving degraded throughput. This situation occurs at

packet Iengths for which t„„ is not an integral multiple of t,.

Now consider satellite links. The one way propagation delay is taken to be 350

msec, and again results for relative throughput are plotted for various error rates and

transmission rates. The explanation for these curves is similar to that of terrestrial

links. The maximum throughput however is relatively less when compared with ter-

restrial links. The reason for this being that a longer time is spent in error recovery

due to longer propagation delay.

These results are compared with results of Bux et al. [8] and the following ob-

servations are made.

For low values of error rate, the curves do not differ significantly. For higher er-

ror rates, the curves once again do not differ much at short packet Iengths. However

for longer packet Iengths and higher error rates the difference is substantial. The

reason for this is that the time component T, of the virtual transmission time, which

Results and ctmciusians sa
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depends on the errors in acks, is directly proportional to the block error rate and the

transmission time of single l-frame. Both of these quantities increase as the frame

length increases, and thus yield lower throughput. The effect of errors in acks on

satellite links is exaggerated due to longer recovery times, thus causing degraded

throughput at all packet Iengths.

The effect of varying window size on throughput is also considered. For satellite

links, curves are plotted for window sizes of 16 and 24. The throughput is relatively

better than that of window size 8 and also, the difference in throughput is consider-

ably reduced.

For all practical applications, where typical packet length varies from 1000 to 3000

bits/packet, the protocol does not operate efficiently on satellite links. For higher

values of M, however, the the performance is relatively improved. Thus, for satellite

links the overall throughput is substantially less in our case and hence proves to be

more accurate.
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l5.2 Conclusions

The principle objective of this work is to derive performance measures of the

HDLC protocol operating in ABM mode on error prone links.

In conclusion, it is possible to analyze the HDLC protocol (ABM mode) using the

redefined "virtual transmission time".
This analysis provides a better insight in to the operation of the protocol on error

prone links. The errors in acknowledgements can have a substantial impact on the

throughput for both terrestrial and satellite links. The protocol often appears ineffi-

cient on satellite links unless operated with a window size greater than 128. For ter-

restrial links, the throughput at short packet lengths appears insensitive.

Consider the ramifications of the assumptions made in this analysis. Although

two key assumptions were made in order to simplify an otherwise tedious math-
T

ematical analysis, the results give a good insight in to the protocol opration.

One of the assumptions made in this analysis is that station B sends an infor-V
mation frame with piggybacked acknowledgement only upon receipt of an l·frame

from station A. This means station B is idle whenever a frame from station A is re-
ceived. This is not the situation in practice. Station B can transmit frames independ-

ently of station A. Hence, there will be instances where a frame from station A

reaches station B when B is busy transmitting a frame. In such cases, a response

will be delayed until B finishes transmitting that frame. The maximum delay caused

by this action will be t, (transmission time of single l-frame). Thus, t„,„ will be greater

than 2t„+t; causing degraded throughput. However, the difference in throughput will

not be significant at short packet lengths (t, is small) and the assumption stated above

)
should yield acceptable results.
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Second assumption key to the analysis ls that both the statlons are saturated

indata.If this assumption is relaxed and we consider unsaturated data traffic, a proba-

bility distribution for inter arrlval time of data packets must be specified in the analy-

sis. The throughput in such case is defined as "transfer time" of a packet which is the

time from arrlval to departure of a packet from the input buffer. This requires a dif-
ferent approach to solve the problem. The assumption stated above simplifies the

queueing model (the server is always busy) and allows the upper bound on through-

put to be calculated.

Further research on HDLC (ABM mode of operation) can be done by removing

the assumptions stated above. The transfer time results can provide a better insight

in to the operation of the protocol on error prone links. The ABM mode of operation

does not provide use of ”selective reject" for error recovery, however, it can be ana-
lyzed assuming that ”selective reject" is used for error recovery. A comparison be-

tween "go-back-n" and ”selective reject" can show how efficiently the ”go·back-n"
n
performs on satellite links. This will enable us to consider the necessity of "seIective

reject".

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
ll
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